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WhatWhat’’s Soft Power?s Soft Power?

The ability to shape the preferences of othersThe ability to shape the preferences of others

The ability to get what you want through The ability to get what you want through 
attraction rather than coercion or paymentsattraction rather than coercion or payments

Sources of Soft PowerSources of Soft Power

1. Culture1. Culture
(in places where it is attractive to others)(in places where it is attractive to others)

2. Political values2. Political values
(when it lives up to them at home and abroad)(when it lives up to them at home and abroad)

3. Foreign Policies3. Foreign Policies
(when they are seen as legitimate and having moral authority)(when they are seen as legitimate and having moral authority)
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PowerPower

Most Likely Most Likely 
ResourcesResources

Spectrum Spectrum 
of of 
BehaviorsBehaviors

SoftSoftHardHard

Command
coercion inducement

agenda 
setting

attraction
Co-opt

force 
sanctions

payments

bribes

institutions values 
culture 
policies

Three Types of PowerThree Types of Power

public diplomacypublic diplomacy
bilateral and bilateral and 
multilateral diplomacymultilateral diplomacy

valuesvalues
cultureculture
policiespolicies
institutionsinstitutions

attractionattraction
agenda settingagenda setting

Soft PowerSoft Power

aidaid
bribesbribes
sanctionssanctions

paymentspayments
sanctionssanctions

inducementinducement
coercioncoercion

Economic Economic 
PowerPower

coercive diplomacycoercive diplomacy
warwar
AllianceAlliance

threatsthreats
forceforce

coercioncoercion
dedeterrenceterrence
protectionprotection

Military Military 
PowerPower

Government Government 
PoliciesPolicies

Primary Primary 
CurrenciesCurrencies

BehaviorsBehaviors
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JapanJapan

Japan has more potential soft power resources Japan has more potential soft power resources 
than any other Asian country.than any other Asian country.

The decadeThe decade--long economic slowdown of the long economic slowdown of the 
1990s tarnished Japan1990s tarnished Japan’’s reputation for economic s reputation for economic 
prowess, but it did not erase the nationprowess, but it did not erase the nation’’s softs soft--
power resources.power resources.

Japan 2Japan 2

Instead of collapsing beneath its political and Instead of collapsing beneath its political and 
economic misfortunes, economic misfortunes, JapanJapan’’s global cultural s global cultural 
influence has only growninfluence has only grown. In fact, from pop . In fact, from pop 
music to consumer electronics, architecture to music to consumer electronics, architecture to 
fashion, and food to art, fashion, and food to art, Japan has far greater Japan has far greater 
cultural influence now than it did in the 1980s cultural influence now than it did in the 1980s 
when it was an economic superpowerwhen it was an economic superpower. . 

JapanJapan’’s popular culture was still producing s popular culture was still producing 
potential soft power resources even after its potential soft power resources even after its 
economy slowed down.economy slowed down.
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Japan 3Japan 3
Problems:Problems:

The residual suspicion that lingers in countries such as The residual suspicion that lingers in countries such as 
China and Korea sets limits on JapanChina and Korea sets limits on Japan’’s soft power. s soft power. 
Japan faces serious demographic challenges.Japan faces serious demographic challenges.
The Japanese language is not widely spoken and JapanThe Japanese language is not widely spoken and Japan’’s s 
English language skills rank among the worst in Asia. English language skills rank among the worst in Asia. 
(difficult to attract international talent to its universities)(difficult to attract international talent to its universities)
Weakness of the political process Weakness of the political process 
the need for further deregulationthe need for further deregulation
the resistance to immigrationthe resistance to immigration

Japan 4Japan 4

ButBut
Given JapanGiven Japan’’s past record of twice reinventing s past record of twice reinventing 
itself (i.e. after the Meiji revolution and after itself (i.e. after the Meiji revolution and after 
WWII) plus the undiminished skills of JapanWWII) plus the undiminished skills of Japan’’s s 
people, the stability of its society, areas of people, the stability of its society, areas of 
technological leadership, and manufacturing technological leadership, and manufacturing 
skills, skills, it (change) is not impossibleit (change) is not impossible..
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Points for discussionPoints for discussion

Do you think the soft power is effective?Do you think the soft power is effective?

What are the sources of soft power of Japan?What are the sources of soft power of Japan?

What is the best policy mix for Japan in the What is the best policy mix for Japan in the 
world politics?world politics?


